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INVOLVING A CONVEX FUNCTIONC1)

BY

PHILIP HARTMAN

1. Introduction.   The differential equation to be considered below is

(1.1) r' + G(t,r)+q(t) = 0,

where r'=dr/dt, G(t,r) and q(t) are continuous functions for —oo<r<oo and

0 ̂  t < to ( g oo). In the main results, it will be assumed that either G(t, r) is a

convex function of r (for t fixed) or that G(t, r) has a suitable convex minorant

g(r), independent of t.

When G(t, r) = r2, (1.1) becomes the Riccati equation

(1.2) r' + r2+q(t) - 0.

In this case, r=r(t) is a solution of (1.2) if and only if r is the logarithmic derivative

of a solution x—x(t) of the second order linear equation

(1.3) x"+q(t)x = 0.

Thus, the existence of a solution of (1.2) for t near <o is equivalent to the non-

oscillatory character of (1.3) at t—u>. The case G(t, r) = |r|° of (1.1),

(1.4) r' + \r\a+q(t) = 0,   where a > 1,

occurs in a number of places; cf., e.g., [5, pp. 226-227], where a>=oo, q(t)^0,

and the question of the existence of a solution r(t) >0 of (1.4) for large / is discussed

in connection with the study of a binary system of differential equations near a

stationary point of a certain type. It was pointed out there that a number of results

known for (1.2) have analogues for (1.4). Cf. also [6].

In §2, cu=oo and we collect some basic facts concerning conditions necessary or

sufficient for (1.1) to have solutions r—r(t) for large t, and for such solutions to

satisfy r(t) ->■ 0 as t -> oo or j"00 G(t, r(t)) dt<ao. The proofs are adapted from the

Riccati case (1.2) and are only indicated.

In §3, cu=oo and we derive some further necessary conditions for the existence of

solutions of (1.1) for large t. Although, Theorem 3.1 is known for the case (1.2),

the proof in this particular case (1.2) depends on the relationship between (1.2)
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and (1.3), and cannot be carried over directly to (1.1). Theorem 3.2 seems to be new

even for (1.2) and implies, in this case, that if q(t)^0, then a necessary condition

for (1.3) to be nonoscillatory at r = oo is that

f " t exp (-4 f q1,2(s) ds) dt = oo.

(The example q(t) = l/4t2 shows that 4 cannot be replaced by a larger constant.)

The main novel results of the paper are in §4. Here we introduce the concept of a

principal solution r=r*(t) for (1.1) at t=w under suitable conditions on G. (This

generalizes and gives a new simple proof for the existence of principal solutions for

equations (1.3), nonoscillatory at r = a>.) Standard results on the cross-ratios of

solutions of (1.2) suggest the consideration of [r2(t) — r°(i)]/[''1(i) — r°(t)], where

r° < r1 < r2 are solutions of (1.1) for t near w. It is noted that this ratio has a limit L,

as r-> w. Most of this section deals with two related questions: one, the derivation

of conditions on G, q which assure that L= 1 if r°=r+(t) is the principal solution

and r1, r2 are arbitrary [as in the case for (1.2)] and two, the comparison of

solutions of (1.1) and r' + G(t, r)+qo(t)=0, when \q—q0\ is "small". A by-

product of the theorems obtained is a result for (1.3): if (1.3) is nonoscillatory at

t = u> and x=x°(t), xx(t) are principal, nonprincipal solutions at t=<o, then

J" a/lj^OxKOI = oo.

(A direct proof of this is quite simple, but it does not seem to have been stated

before.)

It will always be assumed that G(t, r), q(t), q0(t), p(t)>0 are continuous for

0 = ?<iu ( = oo) and arbitrary r. While this assumption of continuity will not be

repeated below, other conditions will be stated as needed.

2. Preliminary results. In this section a> = co, so that t varies over the half-line

[0, oo). The analogue of the Sturm comparison theorem is the following:

Proposition 2.1. Assume that G(t, r)^0. Then the differential equation (1.1) has

a solution for large t if and only if there exists a function v = v(t) of class C1 for large

t satisfying

(2.1) v' + G(t,v)+q(t) SO

(in which case, the maximal solution of (I.I) satisfying an initial condition r(t0) = v(t0)

exists for t^t0). In particular, if

(2.2) r' + G(t,r)+qo(t) = 0

has a solution and

(2.3) q(t) S q0(t)

large t, then (1.1) has a solution for large t.
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The proof follows from standard theorems on differential inequalities and the

fact that if a solution r=r(t) of (1.1) exists on S < t < T ( < oo), but not on S < t g T,

then r(t) -+ -oo as t -> T-0.

Proposition 2.2. Let m=m(r) be a continuous, nondecreasing function for r^O

satisfying

(2.4) m(r) > 0  for r > 0   and      °° dr/m(r) < 00,

and let

(2.5) G(t, r) ä 0  for all r,       G(t, -r) è m(r)   for large r > 0.

Ifq(t)^0 and (1.1) Aoy a solution r—r(t)for large t, then r(r) = 0 and

/•cd /»r

(2.6) g(i) =       q(s) ds = lim      í»(í) <fc   exwtt.
Jt r-.oo Jt

Proposition 2.3. Let G and m be as in Proposition 2.2. Assume that (2.6) holds

(although q(t)^0 need not) and that (1.1) has a solution r = r(t) for large t. Then

(2.7) J"" G(t, r(t)) dt < oo,

(2.8) r(t) = J " G(j, r(j)) ds+ Q(t) -> 0,   as r -* oo.

The last two assertions are due to Wintner [10] in the Riccati case G(t, r)—r2

and his indicated proof can be adapted here.

Proposition 2.4. Let G and m be as in Proposition 2.2 and, in addition,

(2.9) G(t,r)->0 as (t,r)-+ (oo, 0),

(2.10) G(t,r) > m(\r\)   for all r.

Let (1.1) have solutions for large t. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that one

(or every) solution of (I.I) for large t satisfy r(t) ->- 0 as t -> oo is that

(2.11) sup   (l+v)-1\C+Vq(s)ds
0<v< oo I J t

■0   as f->-oo.

See, e.g., the proof of Lemma 1 in [4, pp. 392-394] (which is adapted from [2]).

A partial converse for Proposition 2.3 is the following:

Proposition 2.5. Assume that (7^0 satisfies (2.9) and

(2.12) G(t, r) is a convex function of r (for fixed t).
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Let (1.1) have a solution r=r(t)for large t. Then a necessary condition for (2.7) is

that there exist a constant C such that

(2.13) Q(t) = C-^q(s)ds

satisfies, for A> 1,

(2.14) T-1 f  G(t, Q(t)/X)dt^O   asT-*oo.

If (2.12) is replaced by the condition

(2.15) G(t, r) = g(r),   where g(r) is convex,

then (2.14) is replaced by

(2.16) T-1 f  g(Q(t)/X)dt-+0   asT^cc,
Jo

and ifg(r) > 0 for r# 0, then

(2.17) lim T-1 [  dt([ q(s) ds) = C   exists.
¡-•oo Jo \J0 I

For the case G(t, r) = r2, see [4] (or [5, p. 365]).

Proof. Let r = r(t) be a solution of (1.1) for t^S satisfying (2.7). Then a quad-

rature of (1.1) over [S, t] gives

(2.18) r(t)+ f G(s, r(s)) ds+ f q(s) ds = r(S)
Js Js

which can be written as

(2.19) r(t)-j° G(s,r(s))ds= Q(t),

where Q is given by (2.14) and

C = r(S)- f " G(s, r(s)) ds+ f q(s) ds.
Js Jo

By (2.19) and (2.12),

0 S G(t, Q(t)/X) S [G(r,r) + (A-l)G(f, -J" G(s, r(s)) ás/(A-l))]/A.

It is clear that (2.14) follows from (2.7) and (2.9).

For a convex function g, (2.19) implies that

g(Q(t)ß) ^ [g(r) + (X-l)g(-j* G(i,rt»)<fc/(A-1))]/A

and if (2.15) holds,

0 S g(t, Q(t)/X) S [G(r,r) + (A-l)G(r, -J" G(s, r(s)) ¿s/(A-l))]/A.
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Thus (2.16) follows from (2.7) and (2.9). By Jensen's inequality,

0 á g^"1 j"J Q(t) dt/XJ ï T-1 fQg(Qß) dt,

and the right side tends to 0 as J-* oo, by (2.15) and (2.16). From the condition

g(r) >0 forr^O,

T~x f   Q(t)dt^0   asT-^oo.

This gives (2.17).

Proposition 2.6. Let G = 0 satisfy (2.15), wAere

(2.20) g(r) is convex,   g(-r) = g(r),

and there exist continuous positive functions gQ(s), gx(r) for small s>0 and large

r > 0, respectively, satisfying

(2.21) g(rs) Z g0(s)gx(r),       J" rg0(l/r) dt = oo,       J" dr/gl(r) < oo.

Assume that (1.1) has a solution r=r(t) for large t. Then a sufficient condition for

(2.7) is

(2.22) lim inf 7"1 f  dt([ q(s) ds\ > -oo.
T-"» Jo \J0 I

For the case G(t, r) = r2, see [4] (or [5, p. 365]). This proposition is applicable to

g(r) — | r |a with g0(s)=sa, gx(r) = ra, provided that 1 < a ^ 2. The proof of Proposition

2.6 is similar to the case G(t, r) = r2 in [4] (cf. [5, pp. 365-366]), and the generaliza-

tions corresponding to [1] can be carried over to the present situation.

Proof. By (2.18) and (2.22),

(t-S)-1 J  rtfds+V-S)-1 f ds(f G(u, r(u)) du) i const.

Suppose that (2.7) fails to hold. Then, for large t, G S 0 implies that

-(t-S)'1 £ r(s) ds £ \ (t-S)'1 f dslï* G(u, r(u)) du\ > 0.

By the convexity of g,

(t-S)-1 ^g(r(s)) ds Z g^t-S)-1 £ r(s) *].

The last two inequalities and g(r)=g( — r) give

(f-S)"1 £g(r(.0)* ^ gfyt-S)-1 f* ds^'sG(u,r(uy)du)l]-
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Thus, if we put

U(t) = £ dsfj' G(u, r(u)) du},

we have U(t) -> oo as t -*■ co and, for large t, U'^fe g(r(s)) ds,

(t-SyW = g[U/2(t-S)} è g0(l/2(t-S))gy(U),

or equivalently, U'/gy(U)^(t-S)g0(l/2(t-S)). In view of (2.21), this leads to a

contradiction and proves Proposition 2.6.

If the conditions (2.9), (2.15), (2.20) and (2.21) on G(t,r) and g(r) in both

Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 hold and if (1.1) has solutions for large t, then it follows

that (2.22) is equivalent to the existence of a constant C such that (2.13) satisfies

(2.16M2.17). Thus, we have

Corollary 2.1. Let G, g satisfy (2.9), (2.15), (2.20) and (2.21). 77jen a necessary

condition for (1.1) to have a solution for large t is either that

(2.23) lim inf T~1 C dtl f q(s) ds) = -co

or that q(t) satisfies (2.16), hence (2.17), for some constant C.

The following simple consequence of Proposition 2.6 for the linear equation

(1.3) does not seem to have been noted before.

Corollary 2.2. Let (1.3) be nonoscillatory at t = oo and let (2.22) [or, for example,

(2.6)] hold. Let x = x(t), x°(t) be a pair of linearly independent solutions of (1.3).

Thenf™ \xx°\-2 dt«x>.

For a contrasting result, see Corollary 4.2 below.

Proof. The equation (1.2) has solutions for large t and these satisfy (2.7), with

G(t,r) = r2. Thus, r=x'/x, r°=x0'/x0 satisfy J*00 \r-r°\2dt<œ. This implies the

corollary, since the Wronskian of x, x° is a (nonzero) constant.

From Proposition 2.1, we can derive the following "comparison" theorem

which, for (1.2), is equivalent to a known result [5, Exercise 7.9, p. 369] on linear

second order equations (and is a generalization of theorems of Hille [7] and

Wintner [10]).

Proposition 2.7. Let q(t) satisfy (2.6) and let

/•oo /«T

(2.24) Q0(t) =       q0(s) ds = lim      q0(s) ds
Jt r-»Jt

exist. Let G, m satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.2,

(2.25) G(t, r) is nondecreasing for r _ 0       (t fixed)

and, if (2(0 = 0 does not hold for large t, replace (2.25) by

(2.26) max G(t, s) = G(t, r)   for t fixed,       r > 0.
IslSr
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Finally, assume that (2.2) has solutions and

(2.27) |0(0I Ú QQ(t)

for large t. Then (1.1) has solutions for large t.

The monotony conditions (2.25)-(2.26) on G hold, of course, if G(t, 0)=0, G is

a convex function of r, and G(t, —r)¿G(t, r) for r>0.

Proof. Let r=r0(t) be a solution of (2.2) for large r. Using the analogue of

(2.8) in Proposition 2.2, let

u(t) = r0(t)-Q0(t) = f" G(s, r0(s)) ds è 0.

Then u' = r'0+q0(t)= -G(t, r0)= -G(t, u+Q0). Since u, Q0^0, it follows from

(2.25) that u' á - G(t, u+1 Q\). Thus, if we put v=u+ Q(t), (2.26) implies that

o' + G(t,v)Z -G(t,u+\Q\) + G(t,u+Q)-q g -?.

Hence, by Proposition 2.1, (1.1) has solutions for large t.

Proposition 2.8. Let G(t, r)^0 be a convex function ofr (for fixed t). Let there

exist constants y > 0 and C such that

(2.28) w' + G(t, w) + G(t, (y+ l)Q(t))/y = 0

has solutions for large t, where Q(t) is defined by (2.13). Then (1.1) has solutions for

large t. IfG(t,r) = \r\a, a>\, andy=l/(a-l), then (2.28) becomes

(2.29) w' + |w|» + [a0/(a-l)°-1]|Ô(i)|a = 0.

If G(t, r)=r2, this reduces to a known result ([3], cf. [5, p. 364]). Proposition 2.8

is sharp for G(t, r) = \r\a, a> 1, in the sense that the constant aa/(a— l)a_1 cannot

be replaced by a smaller constant; cf. the example in the next section and note that

(1.4) does not have a solution for large t if q=k/taKa-1) and k> [l/aa(a-1)]1'*0-1'.

Proof. Let w(t) be a solution of (2.28) for large t. Let w(t) = (l + l/y)u(t), then

(2.28) gives

u' + [yG(t,(l + l/y)u) + G(t,(y+l)Q(t))]/(l+y) = 0.

Thus, by the convexity of G, u' + G(t, u+0 = O. Finally, let v = u+Q, so that (2.1)

holds and the conclusion follows from Proposition 2.1.

Proposition 2.9. Let G(t, r)>0 satisfy, for fixed t,

(2.30) G(t, r)/r is nondecreasing for 0 < r < c (áoo)

(e.g., let G(t, 0)=0 and G(t, r) be convex for 0<r^c, t fixed). Let r=r\t) be a

function of class C1 satisfying

(2.31) rv + G(t, r1) £ 0   and   0 < r1 < c
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for large t. Let #+(?) = max (q(t), 0) satisfy

(2.32) j"q + (t)dt/rKt)

Then (1.1) has solutions for large t.

This generalizes the fact that Jœ tq+(t) dt<cc assures that (1.3) is nonoscillatory

at r=oo. It will be clear from the proof that (2.31), (2.32) can be replaced by

r^ + G&r1) S q0(t)   and   0 < r1 < c,

/•CO

qo = 0,       qy = q+ +q0,   and (qjr1) dt < oo.

For the case, G(t,r)=\r\a, a>l, see [5, p. 227]. The next section gives other

refinements of Proposition 2.9.

Proof. For large t, define the functions

«(0 = J    ti*/'1) ds,       v = r1«,        V = v' + G(t, v)+q(t).

Then v'=r1'u—q+ S —G(t, r1)u—q+, so that

VS -G(/,r1)«+G(î,r1«)+ç-ç+.

Note that q—q+ _0 and since 0Sr1u<r1 for large t, (2.30) implies that G(t, r1«)

— G(t, r 1)w S 0. Hence VS 0 for large /, and the desired conclusion follows from

Proposition 2.1.

3. Applications of Young's inequality.   In this section, we also suppose that t

varies over [0, oo). Suppose that

(3.1) G(t, r) ^ 0 is a convex function of r (t fixed); G(t, 0) = 0;

(3.2) Gr = 8G/8r is continuous, and increasing for r^0.

Then, for fixed t, the complementary Young function F(t, r) ^ 0 to G(t, r) is

continuous [in (t, r)], convex, and FT = 8F/8r is continuous and increasing for

r^0 (t fixed), F(t, 0)=0, and

(3.3) G(t, r) + F(t, s) ^ rs   for r, í ^ 0.

For fixed t, let G-^r, r), F.y(t, r) denote the inverse functions of G, F for r^0,

G(t, G_x(i, r)) = G_i(i, G(t, r)) = r,

^ F.y(t, r)) = F_!(í, F(i, r)) = r.

Other conditions which may be imposed on G in this section are: the existence

of a constant c such that

(3.5) G(t, -r)/c S G(t, r) S cG(t, -r)   and c> 1
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or the existence of constants K and a satisfying

(3.6) |Gr(r, r)\ Ú K\G(t, r)\"   for all r, 0 < a < 1.

Finally, let G0(t, s) be a continuous, nonnegative function for t,s^0 satisfying

(3.7) G(t, rs) > G(t, r)G0(t, s)   for r, s Z 0, G0(t, 0) = 0.

Theorem 3.1. Assume (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). Assume that if a solution

r=r(t) exists for large t, then (2.7) holds (cf., e.g., Propositions 2.2, 2.3 or 2.6), and

let Q(t) be defined by Proposition 2.5 (e.g., by (2.6)). Then a necessary condition for

(1.1) to have a solution for large t is that

(3.8) J" r2+1<« exp [-£ G0(s, F.x(s, Q+(s))) <fr] dt = oo,

where g+(f) = max (Q(t), 0).

In particular, if G(t, r) = |r|a, a>\, then all conditions on G(t, r) are satisfied

and (3.8) becomes

(3.9) " i«-a>'(a-1>exp|-[aa/(a-l)°-1] j" QV^dsX dt = oo.

Also, (3.6) is replaced by G(t, r)=g(r),

(3.10) g'(r) = a|r Io"1 sgn r,   so that K = a, a = (a- l)/a,

(3.7) by

(3.11) g(rs) = s*g(r),   so that G0(t, s) = a",

and (3.3) by

(3.12) rs á ra + [(a- l)/a°'(— »Jy«««-»   for r.jäO,

so that G.iO, r) = |r|1/aand

(3.13) F(j) = [(a-l)/aa/<a~1)]iaK—»,       F_x(r) = [a/ia-iy-1''"]^-™0.

If a=2 and Ô+ is replaced by Ô, the necessary condition (3.9) reduces to a known

result ([3]; cf. [5, p. 368]), the proof of which permits the generalization of replacing

Q by Q+, but not a=2 by a> 1. Note that the factor t«-«>"«-» in (3.9) is 1 if

a=2, but is large or small for large t according as a<2 or a>2. The result (3.9)

is sharp in the sense that t<2 ~ °),<a " u cannot be replaced by r(a - a>'(° - » -£, aa/(a - l)a -1

cannot be replaced by [aal(a- l)a_1] + £ for any e>0. In order to see this, choose

q(t) = [c/(a-l)-ca]/taKa-1) for f>l and fixed c; in which case, (1.1) has the

solution r=c/i1,(a_1>. The desired example results if c maximizes c/(a-l)-c° for

c>0; that is,

c = [l/aa(a-l)]1/(a-1),       q(t) = [l/aa(a-l)]1'(0-1)/ia'(a-1),

[aa/(a-1)] f ÔV1(J) ^ = const + log »»«•-»,

and the integrand in (3.9) becomes 1/r, up a constant factor.
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It is clear that Theorem 3.1 is contained in the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1, except (3.5) and (3.6). If (I.I)

has a solution for large t, then

(3.14) r G(s, r(s)) ds S (const) exp [- J G0(s, F.y(s, Q+(s))) ds].

Lemma 3.2. Assume that G(t, r) = 0 is a convex function of r (for fixed t),

G(t, 0)=0, and that Gr = 8G/8r is continuous and satisfies (3.6). 7/(1.1) has solutions

for large t, then at least one solution of (I.I) for large t satisfies

(3.15) j" [G(t, -r(0)+r1+1'«G(i, r(t))) dt = oo

(in fact, at most one solution of '(1.1) for large t fails to satisfy (3.15)).

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let r=r(t) be a solution of (1.1) for large t. Then

(3.16) R(t) = J" G(s, r(s)) ds

is convergent and (2.19) holds, where Q(t) is defined by (2.6) or, equivalently, by

(2.13), (2.19). Thus, R'= -G(t, r), where r=R+ Q by (2.19),

(3.17) /?' = -G(t,R+Q).

In order to prove (3.14), it suffices to verify

(3.18) R' < -RG0(t,F.y(t,Q+)).

Since R'SO, this inequality is trivial at /-values where Q(t)SO (i.e., Q + (t) = 0).

Consider a fixed f-value, where Q(t) = Q+(t)>0. Then the Young inequality (3.3)

gives

R+ Q = G.y(t, R)F.y(t, Q)   or   G(t, R+Q) = G(t, G.y(t, R)F.y(t, Q)).

By (3.7), we have

G(t, R+ Q) = G(t, G.y(t, R))G0(t, F.y(t, Q)) = RG0(t, F_x(i, 0).

In view of (3.17), this gives (3.18) and completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let r=r(t), r0(t) be distinct solutions of (1.1) for large t,

say, / = 0. The existence and continuity of Gr implies that solutions of (1.1) are

uniquely determined by initial conditions, so that we can suppose that r > r0. By

(1.1),
(r-ro)' + G(i,r)-G(r,ro) = 0,

hence r—r0 satisfies the linear equation

(r-r0)'+h(t)(r-r0) = 0,

where

(3.19) h(t) = [G(t, r)-G(t, r0)]/(r-r0).
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Thus,

(3.20) r(t)-r0(t) = 2cexp [- f h(s) ds\,    where 2c = r(0)-ro(0) > 0.

By the convexity of G, G(t, [r-r0]/2)<[G(t, r) + G(t, -r0)]/2.

Assume that (3.15) fails to hold for both r and r0. Then J"" G(t, [r-r0]/2) dt<oo

and, consequently,

(3.21) " g(í, c exp [- f h(s) ds\\ dt < oo.

In view of (3.19), \h(t)\ =max \Gr(t, u)\ for r0(t)SuSr(t). Hence, by (3.6) and the

convexity of G,

\h(t)\ S |Gr(r,r0)l + |Gr(f,r)| s K(\G(t,r0)\°+\G(t, r)\°).

Since (3.15) does not hold for r and r0, let

Ky = £° t«-*><«(\G(t,r¿t))\ + \G(t,r(t))\)dt < oo.

Then, by Holder's inequality,

(3.22) P \h(s)\ ds S KKliÇ j"1 ds)1-" = KK?(log r)1-".

Note that (3.6) and G(t, 0)=0 imply that

|G(f,r)| S [tf(l-«)|r|]1'<1-'»,

so that

G(i, exp [-c(log i)1 -"]) dt = oo   for all c > 0.

This contradicts (3.21) and (3.22), and proves Lemma 3.2.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be modified to yield still another necessary

condition for the existence of solutions (1.1) for large t.

Theorem 3.3. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold, except (3.7). Let #(r)>0.

77ien a necessary condition for (1.1) to have a nonnegative solution for large t (cf.

Proposition 2.2) is that

(3.23) T t-1 + llaGÍt, cexp [- f F.y(s,q(s)) dsV) dt = oo

for some constant c>0. IfG(t, r) = |r[a, a> 1, (3.23) becomes

(3.24) I"" ?1/(a-l)exp/-[^/(a-l)1-1"] Çql-l"(s)ds\dt = oo.
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The example following Theorem 3.1 shows that (3.24) is "sharp". Even the

Riccati case, G(t, r) = r2, of this result seems to be new and can be stated as follows:

Corollary 3.1. Let q(t)^0. Then a necessary condition for (1.3) to be non-

oscillatorv at ? = oo is

(3.25) i" / exp [-4 f qll2(s) ds] dt = 00.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let r=r(t) be a nonnegative solution of (1.1) for t^S

(^0). We shall verify that

(3.26) r' é -rF.x(t,q(t)),

which implies that

(3.27) Oár(í)¿ r(S) exp [-£ F .¿s, q(s)) ds\.

By the Young inequality (3.3), G(t, r)+q^rF.x(t,q)- Thus (1.1) implies (3.26),

hence (3.27). Thus, if (3.23) fails to hold for some c>0, it follows that

r 1 + llaG(t, r(t)) dt < oo,   where - 1 + 1/ct > 0.

By (3.5) and Lemma 3.2, this is impossible, and Theorem 3.3 is proved.

In view of Lemma 3.2 and the results of the next section, the following may be

of interest.

Proposition 3.2. Let G(t, r) be a convex function of r (for fixed t), Gr = 8G/8r

exists and is continuous, and (1.1) has solutions for large t.

(a) Assume that for every e>0, there exists a c£>0 such that

(3.28) inf    |Gr(r,r)| ^ c£ > 0.
|rlS£>0

Then at most one solution r = r(t) of (I.I) for large t satisfies

(3.29) i" \Gr(t, r(t))\ dt < oo.

03) If, in addition, Gr(t, r) is a convex function of r, then at most one solution

r=r(t) of (I.I) for large t satisfies

FT ¡>T

(3.30) lim       Gr(t,r(t))dt   and    lim       Gr(t,-r(t)) dt   exist.
T-.00  J 7-.00   J

Proof. On (a). Let r(t)>r0(t) be two solutions of (1.1) for large t, say, for i^0.

Then (3.19)-(3.20) hold and, by the convexity of G,

(3.31) Gr(t, r0(t)) Z h(t) < Gr(t, r(t)).
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Suppose, if possible, that (3.29) [or even the first part of (3.30)] holds for both r(t)

and r0(t). Then

|A(r)| dt < oo    ior lim       h(t) dt exists .

Then, by (3.20),

(3.32) lim [r(t)-r0(t)] = 4L > 0   exists.
r-oo

In particular, for every large t, either r(t)>L or r0(t)< —L and, by (3.28),

\Gr(t,r(t))\ + \Gr(t,r0(t))\ > cL > 0.

This contradicts the assumption that (3.29) holds for both r(t) and r0(t).

On (ß). Suppose, if possible, that (3.30) holds for both r(t) and r0(t). Then

(3.32) holds. By the convexity of G„

Gr(t, (r- r0)/2) Ï [Gr(t, r) + Gr(t, - r0)]/2.

For large t, (r-r0)/2>L>0 and so, by (3.28),

0 <2cL = Gr(t,r) + Gr(t, -r0).

This contradicts the assumption that (3.30) holds for both r and r0.

4. Principal solutions and asymptotic integration. We shall assume, in this

section, that t, r vary over the ranges [0, a>), ( —oo, oo), where 0<cuaoo, and that

all functions of t, r, or (t, r) are defined on these ranges, unless otherwise specified.

The first result gives the existence of a least or principal solution of (1.1) at t = <o.

Lemma 4.1. For every T,0< T< w, let there exist a continuous, positive function

mT(r)for large r>0 satisfying

/•co

(4.1) mr(r)->oo   asr-^-co   and dr/mT(r) < oo,

(4.2) G(t, -r) ^ mT(r)   for 0 < t Ú T and large r > 0.

Let (1.1) have solutions for t near co. Then there exists an S^O^S* <u>, and a solution

r = r+(t) of(l.l)for S*<t<<a with the following properties: If r = r(t) is a solution

o/(l.l) on S<t<io, then SSS* andr(t)^r^(t)for S<t<w.

The solution r=r+(t) of (1.1) will be called the principal solution [at t = w]. Any

other solution r=r(t) of (1.1) for / near cu will be called a nonprincipal solution.

The proof of Lemma 4.1 gives a new proof for the existence of principal solutions

for a linear second order equation ([8], see [5, pp. 355-357]).

Proof. Let 0 = 5<S+S<ü>. We first show that if c = c(S, 8)>0 is sufficiently

large, then a solution of (1.1) with an initial value r(S)^ -c at t=S does not exist

on [S, S+8]. Let Af = max|^(i)| on [S, S+8] and let c>0 be so large that

ms+ó(r)>2M if r^c. Then, for a solution of (1.1) satisfying r(S)^ —c, we have

/•' â -G(t,r) + M < -ms + i(-r)/2 < 0
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on any interval of existence [S, T]<=- [S, S+S]. In which case

2^ dr/ms + 6(r) = T-S.

Hence, if c>0 is so large that the expression on the left is less than 8, then no

interval [S, T] of existence has a length 8.

Let r = r(t) be a solution of (1.1) for t near cu and let (Sr, tu) be its maximal open

interval of existence. Put

S* = inf ST   and   r*(t) = {inf r(r) : Sr > t} > -oo,

so that ST^S* and r*(t)^r(t) for t>Sr holds. The first paragraph of this proof

shows that r+(t) is finite for S*<t<a>. Since the minimum of two solutions of

(1.1) on a common interval of existence is again a solution of (1.1), it is easy to see

that r=rif(t) is a solution of (1.1) for S* < t < tu. This proves Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.2. Assume that

(4.3) G(t, r)    is a convex function ofir       (t fixed).

Let r°(t)<r1(t)<r2(t) be distinct solutions o/(l.l) on a common t-interval. Then

(4.4) 1 S [ra(f)-r0(/)]/[r1(/)-r°(/)]   is nonincreasing;

in particular, ifr°,rl,r* exist for t near to, then

(4.5) lim [ra(i)-r1(/)]/[r1(0-',0(0]   exists.
í-ea

It will be seen below that, under suitable conditions on G(t, r) and q(t), the limit

(4.5) is 1 for all choices of r\t), r2(t) when r°(t) is the principal solution of (1.1);

cf. Lemma 4.4 and Theorems 4.1, 4.2 below. That the limit (4.5) need not be 1,

even if the conditions of both Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold and r° is the principal

solution, follows by choosing q(t) = 0, G(t, r)=g(r), and g(r) = r for r^O.

Remark. Condition (4.3) and the continuity of G implies that G satisfies a local

uniform Lipschitz condition with respect to r. In fact, ifO<T<u>, R>0, and

(4.6) CRT = max {\G(t, R+l)-G(t, R)\, \G(t, -R)-G(t, -R-l)\},
ost<r

then, forO = r = r<cu and \r\, \s\SR,

(4.7) \G(t,r)-G(t,s)\SCBT\r-s\.

Hence solutions of (1.1) are uniquely determined by initial conditions.

Proof. Let r°, r1, r2 be solutions of (1.1) on some (closed) interval with left end

point T. From (1.1),

(4.8) (r<- r0)' = - [G(t, r<) - G(t, r°)]   for i = 1, 2,
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and, if ct-rXn-r^T),

r<(t)-r0(t) = ctexp £ -h^s) ds,

where

A,(f) = [G(t,r'(t))-G(t,r0(t))]/[r'(t)-r°(t)}.

Thus

(4.9) [r2(r ) - r°(t)]/[r\t) - r°(t)] - (c2/cx) exp £ - [Aa(i ) - Ax(j)] A.

By (4.8) and r°<r1<r2, it follows that h2-hx^0, and (4.4) follows.

In the remainder of this section, we shall make the following

Assumption (A). Let G(t, r) be a convex function of r (t fixed) and satisfy the

conditions of Lemma 4.1 involving (4.1)-(4.2).

We shall use the following notation: In terms of a pair of functions r°(t)<r\t),

put

(4.10) h(t, u) = [G(t, r°(t) +«)- G(t, r°(t))]/u,

where h(t, 0) = Gr(r, r°(t)) is the left derívate of G with respect to r at r=r°(t),

(4.11) H(t, w) = A(r, A)-A(r, wA),       A = A(f) = r1(i)-'*(0 > 0.

Thus, we have A(r, u) is a nondecreasing function of u,

(4.12) A(r, A) = [G(t, r\t))-G(t, r\t))]/[r\t)-r\t)},

(4.13+)              Gr(t, r°(t)) < h(t, u) < Gr(t, r°(t) + u)   for u > 0,

(4.13-)         Gr(r, r°(f) + ii) ^ A(i, u) g Gr(í, r°(t))        for « < 0.

Proposition 4.1. The function H satisfies

(4.14) #(r, w) is nonincreasing in w   and   H(t, 1) = 0;

for w> 1,

(4.15) (1 - l/w)[Gr(t, r*)-h{t, A)] <; -ff(r, w) ú Gr(t, r° + wA)-h(t, A);

for 0<w<l,

(4 16)     (1/W~1)[Gr(í' r° + wA)-h^ wAK S Aft w) á A(r, A)-Gr(í, r°)

ZG^r^-Gr^r0);

and, for w<0,

(4 17) A('' A) " Gr(í' r0) = *('' VV) - h{t' A) " Gr(í' r° + wA)

á G^.r^-G^rO + wA).

Proof. In view of the monotony of A and (4.13 ± ), only the left inequalities in

(4.15), (4.16) have to be verified. Consider first (4.15), where w> 1,

FWá

-H(t,w) =        [dh(t, u)/du] du,

dh/du = u~2{Gr(t, r° + u)u-[G(t, r° + u)-G(t, r0)]}.
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The convexity of G implies that {• • ■} is a nondecreasing function of u (e.g., if G

is of class C2, the derivative of {• • •} with respect to u is GTT(t, r° + i/)w>0 for

0<ASuSwA). Hence

r-wA

- H(t, w) è {GT(t, r1) A - [G(t, r1) - G(t, r°)]} J     u '2 du,

which is the first inequality in (4.15). The first inequality in (4.16) is proved similarly.

The next lemma gives a fundamental property of the principal solution.

Lemma 4.3. Assume (A) and that (1.1) has solutions for t near w. Let r°(r)<r1(r)

be the principal and a nonprincipal solution o/(l.l). Then, for fixed w<0,

(4.18) Ç H(t,w)dt = oo;

in particular,

J" {h(t, A)-Gr(t, r° + wA)} dt = oo,

j" {GT(t, ñ-GJt, r° + wA)} dt = oo.

(4.19)

Proof. Let r=r(t) be an arbitrary solution of (1.1) for t near tu, so that

(r—r°)' + G(t, r) — G(t, r°) = 0. Introduce the new dependent variable

(4.20) w = (r-r^Kr1-^),

then (1.1) becomes

(4.21) w' = wH(t, w).

Suppose that, for some h>=iv0<0,

(4.22) f" H(t, w0) dt <  00.

Then, since 0 S H(t, w) S H(t, w0) for w0 S w _ 0, it follows that for any wlt w0 < Wy

< 0, there exists a solution w(t) of (4.21) for t near satisfying w(t) -> Wy as t ->■ to.

(This assertion is a consequence of results of Wintner; cf. [5, pp. 273-275].) If

u'1<0, so that h'(?)<0 for large t, then the corresponding solution r=r(t) of (1.1)

satisfies r(t)<r°(t) for t near tu, by (4.20). Hence if (4.22) holds for some w0<0,

then r—r°(t) is not a principal solution. This contradiction proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Assume (A). Let

(4.23) r' + G(i,r)+9o(0 = 0

have solutions for t near tu, r=r°(t) be the principal solution of (4.23), ant/ r=r\t)

(>r°(t)) a nonprincipal solution. Let q(t) satisfy

(4.24) j" (\q(t)-q0(t)\/\rKt)-r%t)\) dt < oo.
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(a) Then (1.1) has solutions r=r(t)for t near cu and these satisfy

(4.25) lim (r-roy^-r0) = L = L[r]   exists;

(4.26) L[r] = 0;

some solutions r = r(t) satisfy L[r]^ 1; and the principal solution r=rm(t) of (I.I)

satisfies

(4.27) L[r] = 0.

(ß) If H(t,w) satisfies

(4.28) — H(t, w) dt = oo   for all fixed w > 1,

oo

then

(4.29) 0 S L[r) S 1

ant/ there exist solutions r=r(t) of (I. I) satisfying

(4.30) L[r] - 1.

(y) //" //(/, w) satisfies

(4.31) " //(?, w) i/r = oo   /or a//yî.vet/ w,   0 < w < 1,

then

(4.32) J<a{Gr(í,/-1)-Gr(í,r0)}t/í =

and every solution r — r(t) of (I. I) for t near tu satisfies

(4.33) L[r] =0   or   L[r] ä 1.

(8) Assume that, for some e > 0, w//(f, w) is nondecreasing in w for 0 = w ̂  e for

fixed t near to or, equivalently, that

(4.34) [G{t, r1) - G(t, r0)]/^1 - r°) Z Gr(t, r0 + .A)   for t near tu,

then the principal solution r=r+(t) o/(l.l) is the only solution of (I.I) for t near w

satisfying L[r ] = 0.

Note that (4.24) is trivially satisfied if q(t)=q0(t), in which case, the lemma gives

sufficient conditions, (4.28), (4.31) and (4.34), for the limit (4.5) to be 1 for all

solutions r° < r1 < r2 of ( 1.1 ), when r° is the principal solution. Below we shall obtain

simple conditions on G, q0 which imply (4.28), (4.31), (4.34).

In the proof of the first part of (a), that concerning the existence of solutions

r=r(t) of (1.1) for t near tu and the existence of the limit (4.25), no use is made of
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the fact that r° is the principal solution of (4.23). It should be remarked, however,

that (4.24) may be satisfied if r° is the principal solution, but not otherwise.

Proof. On (a). Introduce the new dependent variable

(4.35) w = [r-r°(i)]/[r1(0-'-0(0],

so that (1.1) becomes

(4.36) W = wH(t, w)-(q- q0)l(r* - r°).

Consider the "Lyapunov" functions

V±(t, >v) . w ± £° (Iq-qolKr'-r0)) ds ± 1/r

which have the trajectory derivatives

(4.37) V+ < 0 if w > 1 or w < 0   and    V. > 0 if 0 < w < 1

relative to (4.36). This makes it clear that (4.25) holds if, for a moment, one allows

—oo^L<oo. Furthermore, if a solution w=w(t) of (4.36) has a value w(t0)> 1 for

some large t0, then (4.37) implies that w(t) exists for t0 ¿ t < w and, correspondingly,

£21.
For 0<£< 1, the upper and lower boundaries of the strip Q = ClT¡e,

(4.38) Û = {(t, w):T <t <co, V+(t, -e) < w < V_(t, *-)},

are strict egress points (if 7" is sufficiently near to go). Hence a theorem of Wazewski

[9] (cf. [5, pp. 278-280]) implies that (4.36) has a solution w=w(t) for t near to

such that (t, w(t)) e Q. For this solution, \L\ ^e. Since e>0 is arbitrarily small, it

follows that if r = r*(r) is the principal solution of (1.1), then L[r*]^0. Hence

(4.26) implies (4.27) for r = r*.

We shall now verify that (4.26) holds for all solutions r = r(t) of (1.1) for t near w.

Suppose, if possible, that for some r=r(t), L[r]<0. Then (4.24), (4.35), and (4.18)

in Lemma 4.3 imply that L[r]= —oo. Since L^ 1 holds for some solutions of (1.1),

it follows that the roles of q and q0 can be interchanged, that is, the analogue of

(4.24),

(4.39) j" (W0-fc(0l/|ri(0-'*(0l) * < œ>

holds if r^.(t) is the principal solution and rx(t) is a suitably chosen nonprincipal

solution of (1.1). Thus

(4.40) (r^-r^Kr1-^)-*--co   and   (r1-r°)/(r1-r0)-».£1 (2 1),

as t '->■ oo. By the analogue of £[/•* ] = 0, it follows that the limit of (r°—r*)/(rj — r*),

as r-> w, is nonpositive. Since r* — r0<0 for t near co, this limit is 0,

0 < (r° - r*)/(rx - r*) -+ 0   as t -> to.
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This and relation (4.40) give, as t -*• cu,

0 < ra-rn = o(ry-rJ,        rx = r-o + Oi/1-/-0) = r° + o(r°-r„).

By the last of these relations, rl-r1f~r° — rit, so that the first gives the contradiction

0 < r° — r» = o(r° — r*)   as t -> tu.

This proves L[r]<0 is impossible and completes the proof of (a).

On (ß). It is clear from (4.24) and (4.37) that (4.14) and (4.28) imply that L[r] > 1

is impossible. Thus (4.29) holds if (4.28) holds.

On (y). Assertion (4.33) is clear from (4.26), (4.31) and (4.37). The relation

(4.32) follows from (4.16).

On (S). Suppose that wH(t, w) is nondecreasing for 0_w^e. Then, by (4.14),

it is nondecreasing for —oo < wS e. It follows that (4.36) cannot have two solutions

w=Wy(t), w2(t) satisfying w2(t)-Wy(t)>0 and Wy, w2->0 as r-*-tu, since

0 < w2(t) — Wy(t) is nondecreasing.

Note that, by (4.10)-(4.11), 8(wH)/8w=h(t, A)-Gr(t, r0 + wA). Since Gr is a

nondecreasing function of r, it is clear that (4.34) equivalent to 8(wH)/8w _ 0 for

0 S w = e for í near tu. This proves (8) and completes the proof of Lemma 4.4.

The situation is comparatively simple in the case that

(4.41) G(t, r)i0   and   G(t, 0) = 0,

t70(0=0, the principal solution of (4.23) is r°(r) = 0, and G(t, r) is independent of t

or, more generally, that

(4.42) G(t, r) is nondecreasing in t   (for fixed r).

Theorem 4.1. Let tu = 00. Assume (A), (4.41), (4.42) and that

(4.43) G(f, r)/r -> 0   as (t, r) -* (00, +0).

(a) Then a solution r=rx(t)^k0 of

(4.44) r' + G(t, r) = 0

for large t satisfies 0 < r*(t) -+■ 0 as t ->• 00 and

(4.45) J" {GT(t, r^-G«, rWHO} dt - 00,

in particular,

I" G¿t,r\t))dt = 00;

a/so, ;/0<r1(r)<r2(r) are solutions of (4.44) for large t, then

(4.46) '•2(0/'-1(0 -»» 1    as t -> 00.

Ler <7(i) in (1.1) satisfy

(4.47) J" fool/*4« A < 00.
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(ß) Then (1.1) has solutions r=r(t) for ¡arge t (by Proposition 2.9) and these

satisfy

(4.48) lim r(fVr^O - £ = L[r]   exists,
(-.00

where (4.29) holds ; (4.30) holds for some solutions and (4.27) holds for the principal

solution o/(l.l).

(y) If, in addition,

(4.49) G(t, r/w)/G(t, r)    is bounded as (t, r) -> (oo, +0)

for fixed w, 0 < w < 1, rAc« L[r ]=0 or 1 holds for all solutions of (I A) for large t.

(8) If (4.49) is strengthened to

(4.50) rGr(t, r)/G(t, r)   is bounded as (t, r) -* (oo, +0),

rAe« L[r] = 0 AoAZs only for the principal solution r = r+(t) o/(l.l).

If (1.1) is the Riccati equation (1.2), this theorem reduces to a result of Bôcher

on the asymptotic integration of (1.3) under the condition J"00 t\q\ dt<zo; cf. [5,

pp. 380-381]. Clearly, G(t, r)= \r\a, a> 1, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1.

Remark. Condition (4.49) in (y) is only used to assure

i"" {Gr(t, rx)-G(t, r^/r1}^, rx)/G(t, rlw)] dt = co   for 0 < w < 1.

Proof. On (a). Note that (4.42) implies that mT(r) in (4.1), (4.2) can be chosen

independent of T>0. Hence, by Proposition 2.2 with q(t)=0, a solution r(t) of

(4.44) for large / satisfies Oár^í) -s- 0, as t -*• oo. The inequality r1(/)>0 follows

from the local uniqueness of solutions. In order to prove (4.45), note that

(4.51) I* Gr(s, rl(s)) ds ^ -log G(t, r^t^ + const.

In fact, if G(t, r) has a continuous derivative with respect to t, then, by (4.44),

(4.52) d[ - log G(t, rHf))] = ( - GJG+Gr) dt < GT dt,

which gives (4.51). Also, by (4.44),

(4.53) f [G(s, r*(i))trHß)] ds = - log r\t)+const,

hence

f (Gr-G/r^ds Z -log G(t,r\t))/rl(t)+const

and the right side tends to oo, by (4.43).

The existence of the limit (^ 1) in (4.46) follows from Lemma 4.2, where r°=0.

That this limit is 1 is a consequence of the case ç7=ç70=0 of part (jS) in Lemma 4.4;

cf. the first part of (4.15).
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On (ß). This follows from parts (a), (j3) of Lemma 4.4. Actually, the proof of

(4.26) is quite simple here for, by Proposition 2.3,

lit) = J" G(s, r(s)) ds + j" q(s) ds = J" q(s) ds,

and so, by the monotony of r1(r)>0

m/r^t) = -j" (|id)|/r»(i)) ds-> 0,       t-* co.

On (y). Let 0 < w < 1. By the first part of (4.16) and the assumption (4.49), there

is a constant c>0 such that for large t,

H(t, w) = c(l/w- l){Gr(r, wr^-G«, wr^/wr^G«, rx)/G(t, wr1)

if 0< w< 1 is fixed. By analogues of (4.52) and (4.53),

d[-log G(r, wr1«))] S wGT(t, wr^G«, r1)^, wr1),

dl-logr1«)] = [G(t, wrWYK, r1)^, wr1).

Hence,

H(s, w)ds = c[(l/w-l)w]{-log G(t, wr1(t))/r1(t) + const},f
and (4.31) follows from (4.43). Consequently, (y) is implied by (y) in Lemma 4.4.

In the corollary of the next theorem, we obtain an analogue of Theorem 4.1 for

the comparison of solutions of (1.1) and (4.23), where q0(t)^Q. Actually, the

desiderata are simple conditions on G,q0 which imply (4.28) or (4.31), so as to

make the corresponding parts of Lemma 4.4 applicable.

Theorem 4.2. Assume (A). Let (4.23) have solutions for t near tu; let r°(t) and

rx(t) be the principal and a nonprincipal solution of (4.23). Let e > 0 be small, w0 ̂  1,

and for fixed t near to, U= U(e, t, w0) be the r-interval

(4.54) U = U(e, t, w0) = {r : r°(t)-eA(t) S r S r°(t) + wQA(t)},

where A(t) = r1(t) — r°(t). Suppose that GT(t, r) is convex on the interval (4.54) or,

more generally, that there exists a constant c>0 (independent oft) such that

(4.55) GT(t, r2) - Gr(t, rj ^ c[Gr(t, s2) - Gr(t, Sy)]

if ry, r2, Sy,s2eU and rx ̂  s2, r2 - ry _ s2 - Sy ̂  0 ; e.g., that Grr = 82G/8r2 exists and

is continuous and

(4.56) G„(t, r) = cGrr(t, s)   if f > s and r, s e U.

Then (4.31) holds and, ifiw0> I, then (4.28) also holds. Thus, (4.32) holds and every

solution r=r(t) of (4.23) for t near u> satisfies (4.33) and, ifw0>l, then L[r] is 0 or 1

for all such solutions.
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In view of Lemma 4.4, we obtain the following

Corollary 4.1. Let G, q0, r°, r1 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2 and let q

satisfy (4.24). Then, according as w0= 1 or w0> 1, the conclusions of parts (a), (y) or

parts (a), (ß), (y) of Lemma 4.4 are valid.

Since (4.56), with arbitrary w0>l, and (4.34) are trivial for G(t,r) = r2/p(t),

assertions (a)-(S) of Lemma 4.4 are applicable in the Riccati case

(4.57) r1 + r2/p(t)+q(t) = 0.

The case G(r, r) = r2/p(t) of Corollary 4.1 is a result of Hartman and Wintner on

the asymptotic integration of

(4.58) (p(t)x')'+q(t)x = 0;

cf. [5, p. 379]. Actually, the conclusion (4.32) in Theorem 4.2 has not been remarked

earlier even in the case (4.57) and can be stated as a result on the second order

linear equation (4.58).

Corollary 4.2. Let p(t)>0, q(t) be continuous for 0^t<w and let (4.58) be

nonoscillatory at t = co. Let x = x°(r), x\t) be a principal, nonprincipal solution of

(4.58) at t=co. Then

(4.59) P dr/p(/)|jc°(iM0| = ».

If G(t,r) = \r\a and a^2, then (4.56) holds with c=l even if "r,seU" is

replaced by "r>j^0", so that Theorem 4.2 is applicable in the case

(4.60) r' + \r\a+q0(t) = 0,        fl0(0 = 0,

of (4.23) with to=oo; cf. Proposition 2.2. The introduction of the intervals (4.54)

makes Theorem 4.2 applicable in some cases where 1 < a < 2. For example, consider

(4.60) and

q0(t) = y/f«"»-» 0 < y < [l/a^fl-l)]1««-".

Since q0 ̂  0, Proposition 2.2 shows that the principal solution satisfies

r°(t) £  rq0(s)ds = yfla-l)*1«-».

Also (4.60) has a pair of solutions r=c0/r1,<a~1> and r=c1/f1,<a_1), where 0<c0<C!

and c — c0,Cx are the roots of ca — c/(a— l)=y. Thus r1(i) = c1/r1/(a-1) is a non-

principal solution. The boundedness of the ratio r1/r° = 1 implies that (4.56) holds

for arbitrary w0> 1, even if 1 <o<2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. For fixed t, u, v and the function (4.10), consider the

difference

hm(t) = h(t, vA)-h(t, uA) = A"1 f {GT(t, r°+sv)-GT(t, r° + su)} ds,
Jo
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where A = A(r)=«r1(0-',0(0. r° = r°(t). Note that

H(t, w) = MO = A"1 f {GT(t, r°+s)-GT(t, r°+sw)} ds.
Jo

Consider first (4.31), where 0<w< 1 (Sw0). Choose a mesh on [-e, w],

— e = u(0) < u(l) <•• • < u(n) = w,   where u(j) — u(j— 1) < 1 — w.

Then, by (4.55), 0SchuU.1)Mi)SH(t, w). Also, for H(t, -«)-A_,.1(0,

n

H(t, -e) = 2 Ku-».uw + H(t, w) â (n/c+l)H(t, w),
1"!

and (4.31) follows from (4.18), with w= —e, in Lemma 4.3.

The case (4.28), where l<w<w0, can be treated similarly. Choose a mesh on

[-«, 1],

— e = w(0) <••• < u(n) = 1,   where u(j)—u(j—l) < w—l.

Then, by (4.55), 0Schuli.iyM1)S -H(t, w). Thus

H(t, -e) = A_,tl = 2 Auo-n.uo) = -(n/c)H(t, w),

and (4.28) follows from Lemma 4.3.

The remaining conclusions of Theorem 4.2 follow from Lemma 4.4, where q=q0.

The considerations of [2] indicate that if to=oo, then it may be possible to

replace (4.24) by

(4.61)       sup   (l+iHP + \[tfO-?o(0]/[rHO-'°(0])<ft
0<v<oo I Jt

This is the case under suitable conditions on G and q0.

• 0   as / ->- oo.

Lemma 4.5. Assume (A) with <o=co, let r°(t), r\t) be principal, nonprincipal

solutions of (4.23), and let (4.61) hold. Let there exist a continuous function m(r),

0Sr<ao, such that m(0) = 0, m(r)>0for r>0, m(r) -> oo as r->-oo, and one of the

following relations hold:

(4.62) \H(t, w)w\ ̂  m(|l-w|)   for 1/2 S w < oo,

(4.63) \H(t, w)w\ = m(\w\)        for -oo < w S 1/2.

Tnen (1.1) has solutions for large t satisfying (4.25) and L=l [or L=0\ if (4.62)

[or (4.63)] holds. If both (4.62), (4.63) hold, then every solution r = r(t) of (I.I)

for large t satisfies (4.25) anO"L[r] = 0 or 1. Assertion (8) of Lemma 4.4 is valid.

The proof will be omitted as it follows closely the proofs of (I), (II) in [2, pp.

560-566] (using the device on p. 571). It might be mentioned that (4.62), (4.63)

hold when G(t, r) = r2 and q0(t) is a negative constant, but not if ^0(t)=0.
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